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MEET THE MOST UNIVERSAL, STRESS-TESTED 
USB CARD/MOBILE READERS ON THE MARKET

When you need a range of USB card/mobile wireless and contact readers that 
you can plug into your tech without the need for reconfiguration, only YSoft 
USB card/mobile readers come with a robot-stress-tested product-lifetime 
guarantee to help ensure you deliver 100% authentication uptime, no matter 
the use case. Reliable. Flexible. Future Proof.

YSoft USB card/mobile readers are a series of robust solutions, developed 
and built in-house in the EU, that fit your specific business needs, giving you 
powerful user authentication in a single range of plug-and-play products—
where, when, and how you need them.

MOST UNIVERSAL READERS ON THE MARKET

Every use case is different. That’s why we built the 
YSoft USB card/mobile readers to work with over 100 
technologies worldwide, including most advanced and 
secure technologies like Legic Advant and HID iClass SE, 
so you can fit your card reader around your technology, 
not the other way around. Whether you need two-factor 
authentication, mobile access via biometric recognition 
or infrastructure-less mobile authentication, our products 

conform to current security, technical and protocol 
specifications and work with any device with a USB 
interface to extend your device’s capabilities with trusted 
and secure authentication. And with YSoft MFX Ultimate, 
you get support of all-mentioned contactless technologies 
in just one device, making it the most universal USB reader 
on the market.

http://ysoft.com/edee
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HIGHLY SUPPORTED AND ROBUST SOLUTION

FLEXIBILITY TO ADDRESS ALL YOUR 
AUTHENTICATION NEEDS

EASY TO DEPLOY FOR FASTER TIME TO MARKET

In business, downtime is an expense best avoided. 
Therefore, we develop, build, and strenuously robot-test 
our USB readers in-house hundreds of thousands of times, 
guaranteeing you 100% performance reliability. Because 
Y Soft is a renowned and trusted leader in this space 
with patented technology and over 500,000 card readers 
already in operation, you can leverage our global capabilities, 
certification, and free six-year product-lifetime warranty to 
achieve trusted performance, no matter the location.

Work with a provider that understands your business and 
can provide a unique product fit to build a global solution 
according to your specific use case, such as physical 
access to buildings and machines through proper-person 
identification. Because USB card/mobile readers support 
both the latest, as well as legacy technology, you can 
enjoy seamless migration as you adopt newer and more 
secure technologies. Whatever your use case or technical 
requirements, leverage easy and accountable process/
person tracking using both certified card and mobile 
authentication methods. You can also deploy it across 
multiple global sites for a consistent experience and 100% 
authentication reliability wherever it’s needed.

As YSoft USB card/mobile readers have the most-needed 
capabilities built-in, it makes them ready to work out of 
the box. Although in most cases our readers are plug-and-
play ready, through such technology as infrastructure-less 
mobile authentication, their flexibility means you can fit 
them easily to your specific use case to gain even faster 
time to market. For easy configuration with existing 
cards, just send your cards to us and you will receive a 
customized configuration card that you then simply swipe 
and watch as the system reconfigures itself! A handy 
demo briefcase is also available for you to test the full 
portfolio using sample cards and tags to gain a complete 
understanding of how each reader works and select the 
right solution for your needs.

Customers rely on our MP dry cabinets to store sensitive 
electronic components requiring extremely low humidity 
(<1% RH). To ensure proper component handling, access 
control and history logging are needed. RFID cards provide 
an ideal solution with maximum user comfort. As many 
of our customers have their own RFID cards with various 
technologies, Y Soft’s universal reader and great support 
allow us to provide a solution to any customer with 
minimum effort.
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SOME OF OUR TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS

CONTACT US FOR A 
PERSONALIZED DEMO.  
bit.ly/3L3bDRD
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